We compare the predictions of several analytical models for conductivity fluctuations in a homogeneous semiconductor containing discrete and distributed traps, using a Monte-Carlo simulation of the relevant multi -trapping (MT) transitions. The simulation directly embodies the statistical features associated with such processes, in a simple 'model -independent' approach, free of approximations and assumptions. We compare the results with those of several analytical approaches. In one, the noise spectrum is assumed to reflect separately, the characteristic individual release time constants of the various trapping centers in the material. In another, the trapping time into the ensemble of electron traps is taken to be the dominant time constant, and hence, in a material such as a-Si:H, where the trapping time into tail sates is of order 1ps, this is taken to imply that this component of the conductivity noise spectrum is unobservable in practice. Our own analytical approach, incorporates coupling (albeit weak) between traps, which necessarily communicate via the extended states. Preliminary results of the simulation support our thesis, and verify that the same information is contained in the real part of the modulated photoconductivity (MPC) spectrum. A 'full Monte' -Carlo simulation incorporating all gap states and spatial inhomogeneities is now a priority.
INTRODUCTION
Noise in semiconductor devices remains an important topic for investigation, from the point of view of low-level signal applications, and also as a means of probing and understanding electronic processes occurring within semiconductors. In this paper, we restrict our discussion to conductivity fluctuations, which result from random variations in trapping and release rates in the trapping system. Much of the fundamental theory of this type of noise in semiconductors was developed in the 1960s, essentially for the case of crystalline materials with relatively few trapping levels in the gap. More recently, this theory has been applied essentially without alteration, to amorphous semiconductors, with distributed gap states, where appropriate assumptions may have to be made to simplify analysis of these more complicated systems. However, at least three plausible but qualitatively different, approaches to trapping noise in such systems, have been described in an earlier paper by the present authors [1] . In the description below, the continuous density of states function is represented by a set of closely spaced discrete levels.
Independent traps [2] [3] [4] Fluctuations in trapping and release rates from each trap level modulate the free carrier density, each trap doing so independently of other traps, with its own characteristic time constant  i ,, imposing thereby a characteristic Lorentzian component on the noise spectrum, as described by Equation (1). The overall spectrum is then a superposition of these Lorentzians (or integration in limit of a continuous distribution),
where g ( i ) is a weighting function related to the density of states. Distributed traps acting as a unit or "block" [5, 6] . As far as free electrons are concerned, the trapping rate into all of gap states, taken as a whole, is very high. The typical trapping time into the ensemble is  eff ~1ps. In equilibrium, this downward "traffic" must be balanced on average by an equal overall detrapping rate. These are extremely rapid rates, so we expect as a result, a very broad and flat noise spectrum out to high frequencies, related to the inverse trapping time, and hence as a consequence, a very low and possibly unobservable noise amplitude. Only the slower generation and recombination processes, which control the total number of free electrons and holes, may produce, at low frequencies, variations in carrier numbers which may be great enough to be observable in the noise spectrum.
Interacting traps [1, 7] . While in the simple multi-trapping picture, traps do not directly interact, any change in the free carrier density arising from a fluctuation in trapping or release from a given trap level, will evolve and interact with the complete dynamical system of traps, as would any externally imposed modulation in free carrier density (e.g. by transient optical generation). This viewpoint predicts a more complicated combination of system time constants, as seen in Equation (3), and hence in a noise spectrum very different to that of the two other scenarios. 
 
In Equation (3),  R is the recombination time, and  ti and  ei are the respective trapping and emission times from trap level i.
As the authors have shown [7] , in the same multi-trapping system, the response to sinusoidally modulated interband optical generation G(), referred to as the 'modulated photoconductivity' (MPC) is described by the same rate equation set, and is of the form given by Equation (4) .
It is evident from inspection of Equations (3) and (4) that the form of the conductivity fluctuation power spectrum is closely related to the MPC response, viz
A common starting point in noise analysis, which may be applied to the above systems is the Langevin equation which treats the semiconductor as a deterministic system with fluctuations superimposed. The equation set for the semiconductor is of the form of Equation (6),
where N is the fluctuation in free electron number, and H i (t) is a random source function for each trap, which for many naturally occurring processes has a Gaussian amplitude distribution and a white spectral density. A question arises here also. Is this the appropriate form of the random source function in this case? What is the physical significance of the 'broadband' white noise sources H i (t) feeding into dynamical system? It is clear that an 'assumption-free' method to test the above descriptions would be very useful. A full analysis is difficult to perform for such a multi-level system. However, MonteCarlo (MC) simulation provides a suitable and direct, if rather mathematically inelegant, method. MC simulates trapping and release without requiring formulation of differential equations for the MT system, assigning only simple probability distributions to trapping and release processes. MC strips away any need for the assumptions described above.
METHODS
We use a Monte-Carlo simulation method, in which again a multi-level set of states represents the continuum of localized states. Each level has characteristic mean trapping and release times. A single electron 'history' is generated in discrete time. The contribution to the current in given time interval depends pro-rata on the electron being free in all or part of that interval. It is important to set the initial condition, whether the electron is free, or in a given level, and this is selected by random number, using a probability distribution weighted by thermal equilibrium occupancy and the density of states.
Trapping of a free electron into the distribution is computed by selecting the level into which the electron is trapped, by random number and a distribution function based on density of states weighting (i.e., on relative probabilities of trapping into different levels) The actual trapping time for any single event is based on an exponential distribution function, and varies from one trapping event to another, about the mean value. Once the electron is trapped, release times are calculated in the same way using an exponential distribution function, around the mean value, for any given level. Recombination is represented at present, by deep trapping level, with sufficiently long release time.
This electron 'history' is repeated for many electrons and summed in discrete time intervals (8192 in the present case). How many electrons are needed? Sufficient so that negative excursions from mean value are not truncated, (i.e. no 'empty' time intervals) and the amplitude distribution is symmetrical about the mean. A power spectrum for the trace is computed by FFT, and the power spectra resulting from several ranges of time intervals are superimposed.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The simplest case for which the three approaches disagree is that of a single trap level plus a recombination center. In the calculations and simulation, we have used capture and release times of 10 -6 and 5.4  10 -6 s respectively and a recombination time of 1.0  10 -4 s . Figure 1 shows the MC simulated conductivity fluctuations, showing the high frequency trapping component, and the low frequency recombination component. Figure 2 shows the three, rather different noise power spectra, for the three analytical schemes mentioned above, and a fourth computed from the MC simulation, using a FFT power transform. The uncoupled trap case shows turnovers in the spectrum at frequencies simply corresponding to the trapping (not release) and recombination times. The 'block' treatment produces a spectrum with turnover corresponding to the shortest time constant only -in this case, the trapping time. The 'coupled' trap case produces a low-frequency turnover shifted to lower frequencies. In this case the explanation is simple. The low frequency turnover represents the 'effective' time for carrier recombination, including time spent in traps, since a carrier will be trapped on average A similar exercise, carried out for exponential tail distributions, gave the results shown in Figure 3 . Here a steep tail of characteristic energy 26 meV was used, similar to the conduction band-tail in a-Si:H. Again the MC simulation gives a spectrum which agrees with the coupled trap scheme. It's interesting to note that the power spectral density is close to 1/f for the coupled and MC case (as well as the invalid uncoupled case), in contrast to assertions that a 1/f spectrum should arise from a 'flat' distribution of states [6] . Unfortunately, by using a density of states including a broadened defect distribution as well as the tail states, appropriate to the density of gap states in a-Si:H, we have not yet produced a noise spectrum in good agreement with those observed experimentally.
CONCLUSIONS
We have examined different approaches to predict the power spectrum of carrier density fluctuations in the presence of traps distributed in energy, in amorphous semiconductors. Use of a Monte-Carlo simulation allowed us to assess the validity of the three approaches. It is concluded that it is not appropriate to treat traps as uncoupled independent noise sources, adding their individual signatures as linearly superposed Lorentzian spectra. Nor is it valid to consider the trap ensemble as a unit, giving a single Lorentzian spectrum. The coupled approach as proposed earlier by the authors agrees well in the work to date, with the 'assumption-free' MC simulation. It is of interest to note that the modulated photocurrent spectrum can be used to reveal essentially the same information, by what is perhaps more reliable experimental method. It is disappointing however, that having validated this approach, it has not yet been possible to match the observed noise spectra with those produced by a model density of states. Further work is required to determine why this is so. Is the analysis deficient, for example, in not including minority carrier kinetics, or are the measurements including processes and noise sources apart from those we have discussed ?
